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(thereby to command him), so it was
not out of his foot to be trod upon, but
in a (medium)out of his side to be his
fellow-feeler, his equal and companion." As Nist puts it, the comment
"sounds like some turn of the century
suffragist, or ... a Bible-belt feminist
during the ERA campaign of the
1970s." But, she asks, "When and by
whom was this written?" A good
question.
Indeed, I first encounteredthis idea
in a "Dear Abby" column of some
twenty or thirty years ago, and Ms.
Van Buren commented that she knew
nothing of its source. The rationalefor
the creation of woman from man's rib
dates from long before the time of
"Mary Tattle-well and lone Hit-himhome, Spinsters." It derives, in fact,
from mainstream medieval and maledominatedtradition.
For instance, some two and a half
centuries before Tattle-well, Geoffrey
Chaucer put into the mouth of one of
the Canterbury Pilgrims (the Parson)
these words:
For he [God]ne madehire[Eve]natof
the heved of Adam,for she sholdenat
claymeto greetlordshipe./For theras
the wommanhath the maistrie, she
makethto much desray .... / Also,
certes, God ne made nat wommanof
the foot of Adam,for she ne sholdenot
beenholdento lowe;for she kannatpacientlysuffre.But Godmadewomman
of the rybof Adam,forwommansholde
be felawe unto man."
(ParsT,
925-27)

French. The explanationof the significance of Adam's rib to woman's lot,
however, is not to be found in the
French prototype. It was actually a
medieval commonplace.
At least a century before Chaucer,
Saint Thomas Aquinas set the idea
forth in the Summa Theologica, Part I,
Chapter92:
It was rightfor the womanto be made
froma rib of man.First,to signifythat
socialunionof manandwoman,for the
woman should neither use authority
over man, and so be subjectto man's
contemptas his slave, and so she was
notmadefromhis head;norwas it right
for herto be subjectto man'scontempt
as his slave, and so she was not made
from his feet. . . . (tr. Fathers of the
English Dominican Province, rev.
DanielJ. Sullivan)
Perhaps some patristic scholar can
trace the topos further back and answer Nist's question with magisterial
finality.
In other words, the Adam's rib
idea, like many other observations on
the nature of women, can be used to
support either a traditional view or,
with a slight change in emphasis, a
feminist one. If Mortimer Adler had
seen fit to include a heading such as
"Feminism" or "Women" in his Syntopicon, teachers of women's literature like Nist and I might have an
easier time, but how was he to know
the value of such ideas in the Neo-Victorian 1950s?
MarthaS. Waller
Butler University

The Parson's Tale, significantly
placed at the end of Chaucer's great
work, treats penitence. The comment
on Eve's creation appears with a mis- A Comment on "Grammar,
ogynistic twist in the section devoted Grammars,and The
to remedyingthe sin of lust. "To knytof Grammar"
te up al this feeste," Chaucerpresum- Teaching
ably assigned to the Parson a sermon PatrickHartwelltells us that the gramhe had previously translatedfrom the mar issue was settled for him twenty
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years ago ("Grammar,Grammars,and
the Teaching of Grammar"[CE, February 1985]). He dramatizesthe point
by quotingwhat I call the "harmfuleffect" statementfrom the NCTE's 1963
report Research in Written Composi-

tion, then tops it off with the catchy
phrase "magical thinking," a quote
from Janet Emig.
Hartwell quotes a lot of other people, too, including me, but he spends
most of his space rehashingdefinitions
of the word grammar, as if such information would somehow settle the
"grammar issue" for everyone. Not
only does that list not settle the issue,
it does not even suggest what the issue
is.

The source of the misunderstanding
of the grammarissue is tied up with a
problemof definition,it's true. But the
term we need to define is not "grammar," but rather "formal grammar."
We need to clear up the distinctionbetween the two terms. The failure of
Braddock et al. to do so in that 1963
report has been the source of a great
deal of misunderstanding in our profession. What did they mean when
they declared in "strong and unqualifiedterms" that the "teaching of
formal grammar has a negligible or,
because it usually displaces some instruction and practice in composition,
even a harmfuleffect on improvement
in writing"?
What exactly is "formalgrammar"?
The term refers to a separate class in
the curriculumin which students study
grammarin a "formal" ratherthan an
applied or functional way, grammar
taught with no connection to writing. I
remember such grammarclasses myself, from the 1940s, when we learned
definitions, when we parsed and diagrammed sentences; in those days we
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even memorizeda long list of prepositions.
Every one of the research studies
that Hartwell mentions, the research
that helped settle the grammar issue
for him, has to do with "formal grammar." That's the grammarthat Hoyt
worried about in the curriculum for
young childrenback in 1906;that's the
grammarthat Ash and Frogner were
experimenting with in the 1930s; and
that's the method of teaching grammar
that the widely touted study by Elley
et al. in New Zealandwas all about.
Professor Hartwell complains that
"the two sides [of the grammar dispute] are unableto agree on how to interpret such research." He despairs of
critics and nitpickers like me who refuse to put the "grammar issue" to
rest. Just look at the high marks given
to the New Zealand study, he reminds
us; it was carefully designed and carried out, its validity unquestionable,
etc., etc. But what do we critics say?
"MarthaKolln, when her attention is
drawn to the study, thinks the whole
experiment'suspicious.'"
You're wrong abut me, Professor
Hartwell. I am quite willing to put to
rest the issue of "formal grammar."I
agree with you-and with Elley et al.
and with Braddock et al. that formal
method is certainly not the way to
teach grammar.
There must be a better way.
As far back as 1935, the NCTE recommendeda better way. In An Experience Curriculum in English, an NCTE

CurriculumCommission called for an
end to formal grammarand advocated
instead "instrumental

grammar"-'

what is now often called "functional
grammar" and what I choose to call
"rhetorical grammar." Their lesson
plans, which begin with the study of
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adverbialsin the second grade, include
some twenty-five structures that the
students should be familiar with by
twelfth grade. The purposeof this kind
of grammar study is to help students
understand their language as they
learn to use it, and to do so developmentally, throughout their school
years. This is not the kind of grammar
that researchers, such as Elley et al.
are testing.
When I characterizedthe New Zealand study as "suspicious," I was not
referringto its methodology. I was referring to the whole enterprise of
grammar research that continues to
flog the long-dead corpse of "formal
grammar."All of those studies that we
have been hearing about all of these
years, from Hartwell and from others-studies carried out over the past
eight decades-have asked the same
question. Does the study of formal
grammarimprovewriting?
And how is the answer pursued?
The New Zealandstudy is typical: The
experimental groups studied grammar
in a formal, nonrhetorical way; the
grammarthey studied was completely
isolated from their composition classes. Take the passive voice, for example. The group using The Oregon Curthe group who
riculum--that's
"proved" that studying transformational grammarhas little or no effect
on the improvement of writinglearned about the passive voice as a
transformational rule, a formula; in
their text the passive is never mentioned in connection with rhetoric or
style or sentence effectiveness.
Let me put my use of the word suspicious into its originalcontext, ("Reply to Ron Shook," CCC 32 [1981]):

thatgrammaris beingset up in studies
like those of Elley et al.? Whatwould
be the result,I wonder,if someonewho
really believes in the usefulness of
teachinggrammardesignedan experiment in which grammarwas deliberatelybroughtintothe compositionclass
as a teachingtool, if the teachermade
every possible effort to help students
write,usingtraditionalor structuralor
transformational grammar, or all
three-whateverworks.

I don't understand the objection to
that kind of "rhetoricalgrammar."
Back in 1963 when we saw the
words grammar and harmful there in
the same sentence, we panicked. And
some among us translated that fear
into pedagogy. The result? We're not
to waste our time on grammar anymore; and we're not supposed to use
such terminology as "subject" and
"predicate" and "participle" and
"gerund." Our students should learn
to write by writing-only by writing,
by letting it all hang out. Let's not inhibit their creativity by calling unnecessary attention to the structuresthey
use; and we're certainly to have no
"lessons" on sentence structure or
parts of speech, on "formal grammar."
How foolish. How harmful. The result is a generation (or more) of students who have no language for discussing their language.We teach them
terminology in every other field-in
science and math and history and geography and computer science and
physical education, in literature, and
in French. But not in their own language. We have produceda generation
of teachers whose philosophy is based
on the notion that grammar is for
teachers to know, but not for students
(and, in fact, the only title on the
Am I the only suspicious person
around?Doesn't anyone else suspect NCTE booklist concerninggrammarin
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the curriculumhas that philosophy as
its title: Grammar for Teachers).

We at the college level will not
solve the problem of the languagearts
curriculumby turningour composition
classes into grammarclasses. I have
never advocated such measures, despite Professor Hartwell's words to
the contrary ("She concludes with a
stirringcall to place grammarinstruction at the center of the composition
curriculum

. . ." [106]; "Martha

Kolln's argument for teaching formal
grammar .. ." [124].) But I do believe

that rhetoricalgrammarhas a place in
our composition class, because of
course grammaris there (Hartwell labels it "the grammarin our heads").
Beyond that, at the college level we
certainly do have some influence on
teacher training.
Professor Hartwell says that the
grammar issue is a complicated one.
Indeed it is. Unfortunately, articles
such as his, despite its definitionsand
flow charts and analogies, provide little, if any, clarification.
In conclusion, I offer an analogy of
my own. Imaginea researchstudy carried out by the History Departmentto
find out if learningthe dates of historical events enhances a student's understandingof history. During one period a week the usual history lesson is
replaced by an experimental class
where students spend their time memorizing dates: they recite the dates,
they diagram the dates, they drill. At
the end of the experiment-a
seor
a
the
hismester, perhaps,
year-all
tory students, those who studied the
dates in their special class as well as
those who did not, are given two tests:
one is a test of dates; the other is a test
of the students' general knowledge, or
understanding, of history.
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Here are the results: (1) The students in the experimental class score
better on the test of dates, just as we
would have predicted. (2) There is no
correlationbetween the two tests; that
is, students who score high on general
knowledge are not significantlybetter
at dates than those with a low general
history score. Or, to put it another
way, given a student's high score on
dates, we cannot predict a comparable
high score on generalknowledge.
Now, what curriculum decisions
should the history department make
on the basis of these data? If they follow our lead, not only will they eliminate the class devoted to dates, they
will remove all mention of dates from
their other history classes as well.
They will, in fact, declare far and wide
that henceforth there shall be no time
spent discussing dates in history classes-that time thus spent, because it
displaces instruction in more important ideas, has a harmfuleffect on the
understandingof history.
MarthaKolln
The Pennsylvania
State University

Patrick Hartwell Responds
There's little to be accomplished by
talking across paradigms,so I'll try to
be brief about this. Professor Kolln
reads carefully the sections of my paper that deal with her work; she ignores the rest of what I had to say.
Her "instrumental grammar" or
"functional grammar" or "rhetorical
grammar" (par. 9) is my grammar 5,
defined, referenced, and given an acknowledged role in the teaching of
composition (see the response of Joe
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Williams in CE Oct. 1985), and I recognized (120) that teachers and students may perceive the need for something that might be called "grammar
instruction," though, granted, I see
that perception in somewhat different
terms and contexts than does Professor Kolln.
Otherwise, Professor Kolln is flat
out wrong. She is wrong in claiming
that I spend most of my space "rehashing definitions of the word grammar" (par. 2); I spend two pages on
that necessary task (109-110). She is
unfairin seeing what I call "romantic"
theories of composition as "letting it
all hang out" and historically inaccurate in seeing those theories as a response to the failure of formal grammar instruction (par. 13); they are
positions groundedin recognizedintellectual traditions of philosophical idealism (124). She is wrong in claiming
that we have produced "a generation
(or more) of studentswho have no language for discussing their language"
(par. 14). Every culture develops a remarkably rich metalinguistic vocabulary for discussing language, literate
cultures in particular, and we'd have
to have a great deal of contempt for
our students (and a grotesquely inflated view of our own importance)to hypothesize that literate adults below our
ages (Kolln's and mine, I guess) hobble aroundwithout such a vocabulary.
Besides, if Kolln and I were to agree
to examine carefully what passes for
writing instruction in American classrooms-from kindergarten through
college-we'd find it dripping with a

own language by means of a vocabulary that is provided for them by
teachers and textbooks-or we can
take them in terms provided by more
informed discussion-it's really hard
for kids to enter into the discourse
communities characteristic of English
essayist literacy, and to do so they
need all the scaffolding that we can
provide for them (see, for example, in
this journal, PatriciaBizzell ["William
Perry and Liberal Education," CE 46
(1984): 447-454], Kenneth A. Bruffee
["Collaborative Learning and the
'Conversation of Mankind,"'"CE 46
(1984):635-652],and Mike Rose ["The
Language of Exclusion," CE 47
(1985): 341-359], or more generally,
Nancy L. Stein ["CriticalIssues in the
Development of Literacy Education,"
American Journal of Education 93
(1984): 171-199]). The curricular implications of this choice are obvious
enough.
And who is this "we"? In paragraph one it's "readers of College
English," in paragraph thirteen it's
"English teachers in general" at the
beginningand "English teachers I disagree with" at the end, and in the
next-to-last paragraph it's "English
teachers who agree with me." We can
see what's going on here.
Professor Kolln ends by noticing
my use of analogyand, such is the paradoxical nature of English essayist literacy, offering an analogy of her own,
dealing with the teaching of history.
The analogy violates an unwrittenrule
of English essayist literacy: you
shouldn't mess with domains of intelkind of grammar instruction we both lectual inquiry outside your own domain unless you recognize that they
deplore. These are not trivial issues:
we can take them in Kolln's termshave traditions of their own. Those
students must be able to discuss their traditions-just go look them up (try
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Jean Anyon ["Adequate Social Sci- know I'm right, right?])-have very litence, Curriculum Investigation, and tle to do with the teaching of dates,
Theory," Theory into Practice 21 formally or informally.Would that we
(1982): 34-37] and Frances Fitzgerald would do the same.
[America Revised

(Boston:

Little,

Brown, 1979)] for starters [but you
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